Schedule your opportunity to experience this unique and realistic fire training by calling:

Brown Emergency Training Center
brownetc@clevelandcc.edu 704-669-4193
During a Simulator experience you will discover how ventilation and hose streams control a flashover, recognize these situations, and most importantly know when it is time to evacuate a structure before it is too late.

There is absolutely no better way to observe fire behavior and the events that lead up to a flashover phenomenon than in a controlled setting. The Flashover Simulator allows you to create these conditions time and time again until your fire department personnel all feel confident with knowledge and skills necessary in dealing with a flashover situation.

CCC’s Flashover Simulator Brings Training To You By Offering A Wide Variety of Training Opportunities Including:
- Fire and Rescue School Training
- Survival School Training
- Supplemental Training to other Live Fire Exercises
- Industrial Brigade Training

Schedule your opportunity to experience this unique and realistic fire training by calling:

Cleveland Community College
Brown Emergency Training Center
brownetc@clevelandcc.edu  704-669-4193